Confirmed speakers for our Autumn 2016 series include:

- Yuval Noah **Harari** on the future of humanity  
  5 Sept, 12pm, Churchill Rm, 100PS

- Ben **Goldacre** on bad science, and better data  
  9 Sept, 1pm, G16, 1 HGR

- Lynda **Gratton** on the 100 year worker  
  14 Sept, 3pm, Audit Left, 1 HGR

- Susan **Greenfield** on the 21st century mind  
  27 Sept, 4pm, Churchill Rm, 100PS

- Angus **Deaton** on using evidence well  
  6 Oct, 11am, Audit Left, 1 HGR

- Ian **Goldin** on globalisation and development  
  7 Oct, 1pm, Churchill Rm, 100PS

- Raj **Chetty** on improving equality of opportunity  
  26 Oct, 2pm, Churchill Rm, 100PS

- John **Hills** on welfare myths  
  7 Nov, 1pm, Audit Left, 1 HGR

- Winnie **Byanyima** on global poverty  
  11 Nov, 1pm, Audit Left, 1 HGR

- Muhammad **Yunus** on microfinance  
  30 Nov, **Time TBC**, Audit Left, 1 HGR

**Email us** to get your updates and reminders.  
[damien.conyngham-hynes@hmtreasury.gsi.gov.uk](mailto:damien.conyngham-hynes@hmtreasury.gsi.gov.uk)